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My Dream
Posted by the.guard - 28 Jun 2009 18:31
_____________________________________

Guys, I had the most beautiful dream last night. I dreamt that we all got together for a BBQ and
time of sharing... Boruch brought a big BBQ machine, and I remember seeing there Dov and
everyone else... I remember feeling so much love in the room between everyone, it was
amazing!

I imagine one day after 120, my biggest dream for Gan Eden would be to be together with all of
you tzadikim!

Signing with tears in my eyes,

Guard.

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by Ykv_schwartz - 28 Jun 2009 18:45
_____________________________________

I have had this dream a few times.  Except in my dreams we gather to hear a shiur from
Rabeinu HaGuard.  I actually met all the people on the forum.  We spoke.  It was so pleasant
and beautiful. 

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by 7yipol - 28 Jun 2009 19:55
_____________________________________

I REALLY  hope there were 2 sides to the mechitza in the dreams Rabosei....

May Hashem answer all our dreams l'tova.

========================================================================
====
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Re: My Dream
Posted by me - 28 Jun 2009 20:34
_____________________________________

"Chalma Tova Chazisa"....

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by philpher - 29 Jun 2009 17:11
_____________________________________

Getting weepy eyed for a minute - I had the same dream this afternoon....

Meaningful or not, it's far better than other things I have been dreaming. 

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by Efshar Letaken - 29 Jun 2009 17:16
_____________________________________

I wasn't as lucky as those who actually had the Dream but I often Imagine very clearly all of us
in a high place spending time together with theses huge smiles of Victory on our faces.

E.L.

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by Noorah BAmram - 30 Jun 2009 00:06
_____________________________________

As the Rabbi of Ponaves was quoted, when he was relating his plans to rebuild someone said
to him "rebbe u r dreaming" to which he replied with the following prophetic words "I may be
dreaming but my eyes are open" and .....so they were. The rest is as they say history.
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Guard you are the Poneves Rov for Tshuva 

 keep dreaming ....with your eyes open 

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by Pintele Yid - 13 Jul 2009 17:06
_____________________________________

Heiliga Guard,

Was your dream clear enough to tell you what you were barbecuing?

Maybe we were being Mevaer the Chometz and it's originator once and for all 

B"B"A.

Pintele Yid

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by 7yipol - 13 Jul 2009 20:23
_____________________________________

Im betting the BBQ will be on Tisha B'Av this year B'ezras Hashem! A Kadosh BBQ of
karbonos!

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
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Posted by chl - 13 Jul 2009 21:08
_____________________________________

bs"d

AMEN!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by BentleyJunkie - 13 Jul 2009 23:07
_____________________________________

I'm waiting for that day! May it speedily come!

========================================================================
====

Re: My Dream
Posted by 7yipol - 13 Jul 2009 23:28
_____________________________________

PostalServicio;

Now that is the dream of ALL of us!

AMEN!

========================================================================
====
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